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 In this paper, a new algorithm for image encryption is proposed based on three 
chaotic systems which are Chen system, logistic map and two-dimensional 
(2D) Arnold cat map. First, a permutation scheme is applied to the image, and 
then shuffled image is partitioned into blocks of pixels. For each block, Chen 
system is employed for confusion and then logistic map is employed for 
generating subsititution-box (S-box) to substitute image blocks. The S-box is 
dynamic, where it is shuffled for each image block using permutation 
operation. Then, 2D Arnold cat map is used for providing diffusion, after that 
XORing the result using Chen system to obtain the encrypted image. The high 
security of proposed algorithm is experimented using histograms, unified 
average changing intensity (UACI), number of pixels change rate (NPCR), 
entropy, correlation and key space analyses. 
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With the fast progress of image transmission through computer networks, particularly the Internet, 
images security has turned into a main issue. Image encryption, specifically, is critically required yet it is a 
challenging task—it is totally not the same as text encryption due to some the inherent features of an image, 
for example, tremendous data bulk and highly redundant, they are for the most part difficult to deal with by 
utilizing traditional algorithms [1]. To achieve a secure encryption method, two basic characteristics must be 
followed. The first is the confusion feature which necessitates that, encrypted text should has arbitrary 
appearance, which means that the pixel values uniformly distributed. The second is the diffusion feature that 
should create totally unlike encrypted text by similar keys for the equivalent original text. The secure 
transmission of color images through public channel, chaotic systems that fulfill the main prerequisites of 
confusion and diffusion are distinguished based on their reactive to control parameters and initial conditions, 
pseudorandomness and ergodicity. Exploiting these favorable features, chaos-based algorithms have revealed 
superior characteristics in complexity and security [2, 3].  
Several studies are related to this work, Z. l. Zhu et al. [4] suggested an image encryption algotithm 
utilizing logistic map for diffusion and Arnold cat map for bit- level permutation. M. J. Rostami et al. [5] 
employed logistic map for the encryption of gray-scale image, divides the image into blocks and encrypts them 
with XOR operation and chaotic windows. W. Zhang et al. [6] a three-dimensional bit matrix permutation is 
proposed, via gathering features of Chen system with a three-dimensional cat map in permutation operation, a 
double random place bit-level permutation in three-dimensional (3D) matrix is developed. Liu and Miao [7] 
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proposed a new image encryption algorithm based on parameter-varied logistic chaotic map to shuffle the plain 
image and dynamical algorithm to encrypt the image. L. Xu et al. [8] presents a new bit-level algorithm of 
image encryption that depends on piecewise linear chaotic maps (PWLCM), diffuse the image sequences via 
a new diffusion strategy.  
Then, the control of a chaotic map is utilized for swapped the binary elements in the sequences, which 
permute bits in particular bitplane into another bitplane. X. Wang et al. [9] suggests a method for block image 
encryption depended on hybrid chaotic maps and dynamic random growth technique. In diffusion operation, 
an intermediary parameter is determined by the image block. The intermediary parameter is utilized as  
the initial parameter of chaotic cat map in order to generate a random key stream. Suryadi M. T. et al. [10] 
built a chaotic encryption scheme for digital image by utilizing logistic map for key stream as a random number 
generator. Xiuli Chai et al. [11] introduced a scheme for image encryption depended on the memristive chaotic 
system, compressive sensing and elementary cellular automata. Wavelet coefficients of an original image are 
permuted using the zigzag path and elementary cellular automata. After that, the compressive sensing is utilized 
to compress and encrypt the permuted image. Hash value of SHA 512 of plain image is used to gain some 
parameters utilized in encryption operation. Hongyao Deng et al. [12] proposed a chaos-based image 
encryption algorithm, by shuffle to mask original organization of the pixels in images using cat map and 
diffusion to mask their values using logistic map. Salah T. Allawi [13] presented a new method to encrypt RGB 
image by dividing the image into two equal parts, encrypting each part using a secret key generated by  
one-dimensional (1D) logistic mapping and permutation the pixels position using random numbers generated 
by using linear-feedback shift registers (LFSRs). Pan et al. [14] studied the digital image encryption technology 
with the dual logistic chaotic map as a tool. Ye, G., & Huang [15] presented a chaotic image encryption 
algorithm by using SHA-3 hash function, cat map, logistic map and auto-updating system. At the same time, 
for various rounds of iteration and various images, the algorithm demonstrates like one-time pad. Ye, G. et al. 
[16] presented method includes permutation, modulation and diffusion processes. This technique overcomes 
the drawback in traditional methods of strictly permuting the places of pixels before diffusion. Information 
entropy is utilized to effect the keystream generation. Zhang Y. [17] suggested a plaintext-related image 
encryption algorithm depended on hyper chaotic Lorenz system, six pseudorandom matrices are generated 
using the hyper chaotic Lorenz system, such that, two of the matrices utilize add-modulus operations to diffuse 
the plaintext unrelated image, other four matrices confuse the plaintext related image. N. Oussama et al. [18] 
designed a novel symmetric image encryption method based on polar decomposition of matrices and 1D 
logistic map. 
In this paper, a new block algorithm for color image encryption is suggested based on three chaotic 
systems to overcome the problem of high computation, pattern appearance issue and so slow when using 
traditional algorithms image encryption. High confusion is provided by chaotic system and dynamic S-box and 
high diffusion is provided by permutation methods to increase the security and efficiency of image encryption. 
This paper results are experimented by information entropy, correlation, histogram, NPCR, UACI and key 
space. The experimental results show that the proposed scheme efficient and more secure for image encryption. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the methods that used in the proposed algorithm are 
introduced. The suggested scheme in details is presented in section 3. Then, security experiments with 
comparison are achieved in section 4 to show the effectiveness of our scheme. Finally, some conclusions that 
extracted from this work are in section 5. 
 
 
2. CHAOTIC SYSTEMS 
The proposed algorithm employs three chaotic maps in this paper, namely Chen system [19],  
one-dimensional (1D) logistic map [20] and  two-dimensional (2D) Arnold cat map [21]. 
 
2.1.  Chen system 
Chen chaotic system [19] is expressed by in (1): 
 
{
ẋ = a(y − x)                                                          
ẏ = (c − a)x − xz + cy                                       
ż = xy − bz                                                            
     (1) 
 
where a = 35, b = 3 and c = 28 are parameters, x, y, z are state variables. The attractor and phase diagram of 
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2.2.  Logistic map 
In 1845, Pierre Verhulst suggested logistic map, that's a simple and popular chaotic map. When used 
in 1979 via the biologist Robert M. May, logistic map became very common. Where the equation of one 
dimensional logistic map is shown in (2):  
xn+1 = μ  xn  (1 − xn)        (2) 
 
In which xn∊[0,1], x0 denotes the initial condition and μ is a constant parameter between 0 and 4. For  
(3.5699 < μ ≤ 4), in (2) shows a chaotic behavior [20]. By reason of its simplicity and high efficiency, this 





Figure 1. Chaotic attractor; (a) Chen attractor 3-D, (b) phase diagram (x-y) 
 
 
2.3.  Arnold cat map 











] mod 1       (3) 
 
where  xn, yn are the position in the matrix of samples (N×N), n=1,2,3,…, N-1 and xn+1, yn+1 are the position 
transformed after cat map. The map is recognized to become chaotic, by explanation of geometry displayed in 
Figure 2, where one can notice that a square unit is at the beginning stretched by means of linear transformation 





Figure 2. Geometric explanation of 2D cat map 
 
 
3. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
The encryption algorithm contains three main operations, which are: permutation, substitution and 
add chaotic keys. At first, the plain image will be input to permutation step and then the permuted image will 
be divided into 4x4 blocks to be entered to n iterations of add Chen key, then substitution which is done by 
generating dynamic S-box using logistic map. After the end of iterations the resulting image will be permuted 
using Arnold cat map to increase the diffusion. Finally, XORed the resulted image with Chen key which 
provide extra confusion process. The general structure diagram of suggested algorithm shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. General structure of proposed algorithm 
 
 
3.1.  Permutation method 
In order to achieve the permutation technique of cryptosystems, scrambleness behavior is required.  
In this algorithm, two permutation methods are used for providing a high level of diffusion. In this method we 
relied on scrambling rows and columns based on sum invariance of row and column through circular shift 
process. In the beginning we shifts each row in image by the total sum of the row and column's pixel values 
and save the result image in a variable, and then transpose the resulting image and implement the same method 
in each column on the transposed image. Table 1 shown the random swap of 10x10 ladybug sub image pixels. 
Figure 4 shown the plain ladybug image and the resulting image after permutation. 
 
 
Table 1. Original pixel location on left and their new position on right 
The random swap of 10x10 ladybug sub image pixels 
86    85    80    81    73    76    77    121   126   33 
99    98    98    97    93    89   125   164  151  103 
120  124  113  118  99   125   175  204  192  177 
126  117  123  108  132  179  215  212  200  184 
121  117  123  121  181  222  231  222  203  168 
112  122   91   167  223  245  240  225  180  172 
104   75    94   202  252  255  240  193  165  208 
102   27   165  239  252  254  214  162  197  239 
45    97   213  249  254  240  162  191  251  217 
12   179  247  255  245  187  169  241  243  206 
97    45   254  125  187  121   89    121   98    222 
99    75    77   191  175  200   231  124   255  197 
245  123  162  151  241  103   164   80    73    172 
162  118  126  206  192  120   203  249   179  104 
225  132  217   86    33    85    177  245   240  117 
251  255   12   97     99    213  126  125   212  113 
208  169   27   94    179   202   98   240   165   81 
102  193   91  121   165   252  247  204   168   93 
122  243  108  223  167   76    239  180   112   222 






Figure 4. (a) Plain ladybug image, (b) permuted ladybug image 
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3.1.1.  Permutation algorithm 
Input: plain image (m) 
Output: permuted image (p1) 
Step1: read plain image(m) 
Step2: for col1 ←1: size (m) 
                 I1← circular_shift (sum (m (column))) 
           end 
Step3: for row1←1: size (m) 
                I2← circular_shift (sum (m (row))) 
           end 
Step4: transpose(I2) 
Step5: for col2 ←1: size (m) 
                 I3← circular_shift (sum (m (column))) 
           end 
Step6: for row2←1: size (m) 
                I4← circular_shift (sum (m (row))) 
           end 
Step7: p1← I4 
 
3.2.  Substitution  
In this process, this paper generates a dynamic S-box using logistic map and improve the key 
sensitivity by implementing the proposed permutation method on the S-box in each round, where each block 
will be substituted with a new S-box, this operation will provide one time pad property. Figure 5 demonstrates 






Figure 5. (a) Plain house image, (b) image after substitution process 
 
 
3.3.  Encryption algorithm 
Input: permuted image (p1), Chen_key, Logistic parameters(x,n,r0) block size(z) 
Output: encrypted image (c) 
Step1: read permuted image (p1) 
Step2: k1 ← XOR(p1, Chen_key) 
Step3:  Sbox ←Logistic_map(x,n,r0) 
          for j ← 1:z 
                 sub_byte←  permutation (Sbox) 
                 s←  sub_byte (p) 
            end       
Step4: p2 ← Aronld cat_map(s) 
Step5: k2 ←  xor (Chen_key, p2) 
Step6: c  ←  k2 
 
3.4.  Decryption algorithm 
Input: encrypted image (c), Chen_key, Inv_Logistic parameters(x1,n1,r0) block size(z) 
Output: plain image (m) 
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Step1: read encrypted image (c) 
Step2: k2 ←  xor (Chen_key, c) 
Step3: p2 ← Aronld cat_map(k2) 
Step4: Inv_ Sbox ←  Inv_Logistic_map(x1,n1,r0) 
         for j ← 1:z 
                Inv_ sub_byte← Inv_ permutation (Inv_Sbox) 
                 s←  Inv_sub_byte (p2) 
            end       
Step5: k1 ← XOR(s, Chen_key) 
Step6: m  ←  k1 
 
 
4. SECURITY ANALYSIS 
The results of series of tests are reviewed in this section to illustrate the effectiveness of the suggested 
algorithm. The valuation is made up of various practical experiments. At the end of this section, a comparison 
is made between the proposed algorithm and in [17]. The experiments are performed via Matlab R2013a on a 
computer with Intel Core i3 CPU 2.10 GHz, 3 GB of RAM. 
 
4.1.  Histogram analysis 
Histogram analysis is used to explain the confusion and diffusion characteristic of the encryption 




    
 (a) (b) (c) 
    
    
 (d) (e) (f) 
    
    
 (g) (h) (i) 
 
Figure 6. Histogram analysis; (a), (b) and (c) histogram plain flower image of RGB, (e) and (f) are histogram 
permuted image of RGB, (g), (h) and (i) are histogram encrypted image of RGB 
 
 
4.2.  Correlation coefficients analysis 
Every pixel is extremely associated with its neighboring pixels in the image data [22]. A typical 
encryption algorithm should output cipher image in the neighboring pixels without such a correlation. In 
horizontal, diagonal and vertical orientations, the correlation between two neighboring pixels is studied by 
following equations: 
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x and y are two adjacent pixel intensity values in an image, N is the number of neighboring pixels chosen from 




Table 2. Correlation coefficients of two neighboring pixels in encrypted images of proposed algorithm 
Images 
Correlation of Proposed Algorithm 
Vertical Horizontal Diagonal 
House -0.0089 -0.0049 -0.0125 
Flower -0.0041 -0.0038 0.0034 
Pepper 0.0020 -0.0035 0.0016 
Lion -0.0018 -0.0025 0.0026 
Bird -0.0027 0.0028 0.0030 
Garden -0.0020 0.0039 0.0033 
Horse 0.0060 -0.0036 -3.1399e-04 
Sky -0.0030 -0.0024 0.0021 
Ladybug -0.0037 0.0074 -0.0021 
Splash -0.0062 0.0020 -0.0036 
 
 
4.3.  Information entropy analysis 
Information entropy evaluates uncertainty of a random variable as following [23]: 
 
E =  ∑ P(i) log (
1
P(i)
) ,256i=1         (7) 
 
where P(i) is the eventuality presence of pixel i. A larger entropy value denotes a bigger security level that used 
to assess the images encryption. Commonly, an entropy value so close to the typical value of 8 is regarded 
secure from a brute force attack. The values of information entropy that obtained from proposed algorithm are 
closer to 8, this shows that the proposed method has good random. Table 3 shows the values of information 
entropy for the various plain images and encrypted images. 
 
 
Table 3. Information entropy of plain and encrypted image of proposed algorithm 
Images Entropy of plain images Entropy of proposed system  
House 7.7871 7.9990 
Flower 7.7666 7.9991 
Pepper 7.7124 7.9989 
Lion 7.8794 7.9989 
Bird 7.6741 7.9977 
Garden 7.7955 7.9990 
Horse 7.6143 7.9988 
Sky 7.9339 7.9990 
Ladybug 7.5706 7.9990 
Splash 7.3795 7.9990 
 
 
4.4.  Analysis of resisting differential attacks 
Differential attack studies how a minor changing in an original image is able to influence 
corresponding encrypted image. A typical encryption algorithm have to be able to withstand differential attack, 
which means, any tiny change (even if changed a bit) in an original image will lead in a totally different 
encrypted image. Number of pixels change rate (NPCR) and unified average changing intensity (UACI), 
described by in (8) and (9), are two of the most common indicators to determine the competence of differential 









i=1       (8) 
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i=1 × 100%,      (9) 
 
where H and W refer to the height and width of the encrypted images, C1 and C2 are two cipher images and dij 
is defined by in (10): 
 
dij = {
0,    Cij
1 = Cij
2,
1,    Cij
1 ≠ Cij
2.
        (10) 
 
The typical value of NPCR and UACI are 99.61 and 33.46 [7]. This paper implemented NPCR and UACI 
measures on ten color images and the two indicator results are close to the optimal value. Table 4 shown  
the results of NPCR and UACI in proposed scheme. 
 
 




House 32.09 99.58 
Flower 33.74 99.64 
Pepper 33.86 99.61 
Lion 33.57 99.61 
Bird 33.92 99.61 
Garden 33.41 99.61 
Horse 33.41 99.61 
Sky 33.80 99.60 
Ladybug 34.07 99.61 
Splash 33.58 99.62 
 
 
4.5.  Key space analysis 
The encryption algorithm contains the keys: 1) initial values of x, y, z and x0 ; 2) control parameter 
of a, b, c and μ. In general, the valid precision of the initial conditions could be set to 10-14 for continuous 
chaotic system exhibited as nonlinear differential equation. Thus, the size of key space could reach 2112 > 2100 
[25]. Thus, it is noticed that the value of the chaos system key space is much larger and the proposed algorithm 
can highly resist against brute-force attacks. Table 5 demonstrates the results of Pepper image encrypted using 
proposed algorithm and in [17].  
 
 
Table 5. Comparison results of proposed algorithm with [17] 
Test Proposed Algorithm [17] 
















In this paper, a new block image encryption algorithm has been introduced to provide high level of 
security for color image encryption on the basis of the combination of permutation method, chaotic systems 
and dynamic S-box. Whereas the random permutation and Arnold cat map scrambling provide high level of 
diffusion, the substitution process provide high confusion using Chen system and improve the key sensitivity 
by generating a one-time S-box using logistic map. Also, the use of chaotic system offer high randomness, 
large key space, key sensitivity and confusion. The effectiveness of this algorithm has been confirmed through 
above experiment results. According to these results, the proposed algorithm offers high resistance against 
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